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Part 1: English to Pravic 
English PoS Description Pravic prefix suffix 

35-year cycle NR   KLas     

about Adp ASSOCIATIVE: an approximate measure   ge   

about Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing that is associated   gre   

above Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below   ti   

according to Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the cause of the direct 
object 

  gu   

acre NR measure of land space gogAkar     

across Adp LOCATIVE: the thing the Direct Object 
moves over, under, through or across 

  tho   

action NR collaborative or mechanical action Rig     

activity NR collaborative or mechanical action Rig     

activity  NR work or play; individual or shared activity Vaksen     

actuality NR true regardless of people's beliefs niPag     

adult NR person who takes responsibility for 
themself 

Kivok     

after Conj TIME: A follows B KSad     

after Adp LOCATIVE: the thing in front   thi   

again Adjec Repeated event Rany     

against Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

  the   

aggression NR aggressive act Pygvat     

aggressively Advb aggressive act Pygvatu     

agreement NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity Narres     

agreement to act NR   Potsen     

air NR   Hyl     

alive Adjec   SHery     

all Adjec   thaTRumy     

all Num Numerical prefix   tha   

alone Adjec   STeky     

along Adp LOCATIVE: the thing the Direct Object 
moves over, under, through or across 

  tho   

alternative NR   RResk     

although  Conj CAUSATIVE: A happens despite the 
existence of B 

Vurr     

always Advb   thaTRumu     

among Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the superordinate   gry   

amount NR   Mek     

amusing Adjec   RRiry     

amusingly Advb   RRiru     

anarchist NR   Vokodon     

anarchy NR Rule of the self by the self; acceptance of 
responsibility for your actions 

Hodon     

and Conj   Tyg     

announcement NR an isolated speech act Fesh     

annoying Adjec   KLuzy     

annoying thing NR   KLuz     

another Num Repeated event Ran     

answer NR   raGRyg     

antagonisation NR   KLuz     
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English PoS Description Pravic prefix suffix 

any Num Numerical prefix   tru   

anyone NR third person, unknown person TRuz     

anything NR third person, unknown thing TRul     

apology NR   Zyf     

application NR   Coprepag     

approach NR   Did     

approximation NR   Ford     

area NR   Pag     

argument NR   miniPag     

arm NR   Dask     

around Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is contained   thu   

arrival NR   Pard     

arrow NR thrown pointed thing Divesh     

as Conj A true because B true Vup     

as Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the role taken by the direct 
object 

  gru   

as if Conj MODAL Gysk     

ascending Adjec Process of rising; thing which rises Milnery     

ascension NR Process of rising; thing which rises Milner     

ask NR   Bol     

assistance NR general help and support CHip     

assisted Adjec general help and support CHipy     

associate  NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar MMar     

at Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

  the   

atmosphere NR   Hyl     

attempt NR   Hord     

attention NR   GVet     

attractive thing NR  Vaksefom   

available Adjec   Chigvy     

available thing NR   CHigv     

away from Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved away from   stu   

baby NR   Pivok     

back NR back of a human body thiMutr     

bad Adjec   miTRukvy     

bad thing NR   miTrukv     

bag NR   Zerr     

baked Adjec   PRomaly     

baked thing NR   PRomal     

battle NR aggressive act Pygvat     

be Vb   Pon     

beautiful thing NR  Vaksefom   

be able [to] Vb   Fin     

be agreed by Vb general agreement; communal 
agreement; solidarity 

Narres     

be agreed by Vb specific agreement to achieve a particular 
common goal 

Potsen     

be alone Vb   STek     

be amused by Vb   RRir     

be answered by Vb   raGRyg     

be antagonsied by Vb   KLuz     
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English PoS Description Pravic prefix suffix 

be apologised to by Vb   Zyf     

be argued by Vb   miniPag     

be arrived at by Vb   Pard     

be asked by Vb   Bol     

be assembled by Vb   THevek     

be assisted by Vb medical assistance CHugvel     

be attempted by Vb   Hord     

be begged for Vb   miVok     

be belittled by Vb pejorative KLuzekv     

be boiled by Vb   PRoven     

be born by Vb biological parent. Used mainly for medical 
purposes.  

Lalav     

be brought by Vb   SKarz     

be built by Vb built thing; building KSym     

be called by Vb   GRal     

be cared for by Vb general care CHal     

be cared for by Vb childcare Pivok     

be carried by Vb refers to transportation Valad     

be categorised by Vb   Cast     

be centred on by Vb place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

Dupag     

be changed by Vb   Covad     

be chosen by Vb choosing eliminates alternatives RRes     

be chosen by Vb choosing leaves alternatives available Sig     

be circulated by Vb   CHyr     

be classified by Vb   Cast     

be cleaned by Vb   Narr     

be climbed by Vb Process of rising; thing which rises Milner     

be collectivised by Vb   RRovok     

be completed by Vb action or event that no longer happens CHosk     

be completely filled by Vb   Dugv     

be complexly made by Vb   RRozuth     

be concluded by Vb   Hath     

be contained by Vb   THurev     

be controlled by Vb   GVirz     

be cooled by Vb   miVos     

be copied by Vb Repeated event Ran     

be counted by Vb   Mek     

be created by Vb thing that is created or brought into 
physical existence 

Mug     

be crossed by Vb   TRud     

be cured by Vb   CHuk     

be destroyed by Vb   miZuth     

be directed by Vb   Did     

be disputed by Vb   miniPag     

be distanced from by Vb Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

Depag     

be distributed by Vb   Pagruboth     

be dominated by Vb pejorative Tuv     

be done by Vb collaborative or mechanical action Rig     

be done for ten days by Vb   Decad     
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be done serially by Vb habitual action raFin     

be done well by Vb   Lipr     

be done yesterday by Vb   STulas     

be dosed by Vb   GVepimord     

be eaten by Vb   Mord     

be eaten in public by Vb   Morduboth     

be emptied by Vb   Mem     

be empty Vb   Mem     

be encountered by Vb chance meeting; small informal encounter Gys     

be ended by Vb action or event that no longer happens CHosk     

be ended by Vb the final action or event of a sequence Hath     

be energised by Vb   GRygyg     

be explained by Vb   Vagyr     

be expressed by Vb   PRek     

be followed by Vb an object or event followed by another GRenik     

be followed by Vb a speaker followed by another speaker PRym     

be forcibly restrained by Vb pejorative goCHel     

be fought by Vb aggressive act Pygvat     

be found by Vb   SHugv     

be functioning Vb   Vaksevok     

be gathered by Vb   RRovok     

be given meaning by Vb giving meaning to an action, process or 
object by including it in your planning  

Fyr     

be grown by Vb   Holum     

be guided by Vb   CHavok     

be hardened by Vb   Kag     

be heated by Vb   Vos     

be held by Vb   SKol     

be helped by Vb general help and support CHip     

be hidden [from] Vb unknown place Gypag     

be hurt by Vb   Divesh     

be identified as a large group 
by 

Vb   SHan     

be identified as a small group 
by 

Vb   Pan     

be imaged by Vb   Dygr     

be imagined by Vb   Ven     

be important [to] Vb   Dissig     

be improved by Vb   Byth     

be included by Vb   THuk     

be increased by Vb   Byth     

be injured by Vb   SHarz     

be inserted by Vb   THuk     

be intended by Vb willingness to do something Buk     

be intended by Vb agreeing to do something Danym     

be isolated [from] by Vb   Dipag     

be known by Vb   Vogyr     

be laundered by Vb   Narruboth     

be lifted by Vb   STitud     

be listed as a large group by Vb   SHan     

be listed as a small group by Vb   Pan     
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English PoS Description Pravic prefix suffix 

be listened to by Vb   Lam     

be living Vb   SHer     

be looked for by Vb   Sugv     

be made available by Vb   CHigv     

be made bad by Vb   miTrukv     

be made big by Vb   RRop     

be made by Vb built thing; building KSym     

be made by Vb manufactured thing; hand-crafted thing Zuth     

be made careful by Vb   PRem     

be made certain by Vb true regardless of people's beliefs niPag     

be made dirty by Vb poorly maintained or dirty thing KLeg     

be made good by Vb   TRukv     

be made happy by Vb state of well-being KVem     

be made into a shape by Vb a fashioned shape KVagid     

be made large by Vb   RRop     

be made light by Vb   miDach     

be made nobody by Vb   miTRuv     

be made noisy by Vb   KLak     

be made nothing by Vb   miTRum     

be made rare by Vb   maSik     

be made real by Vb true because people believe it is true nePag     

be made sad by Vb   Loras     

be made small by Vb   Pin     

be made strong by Vb   STerret     

be made to function by Vb   Vaksevok     

be made unpleasant by Vb   KLeggich     

be made wise by Vb   Livok     

be meant by Vb   Voth     

be met by Vb chance meeting; small informal encounter Gys     

be moved by Vb moved out of place; removed Dep     

be moved by Vb moved to a new place Huks     

be named by Vb name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

Vok     

be necessary [that] Vb   Dan     

be needed by Vb   Dan     

be non-Anarresti Vb a foreign person, foreign thing, anything 
non-Anarresti 

Gog     

be noticed by Vb   GVet     

be nursed by Vb medical assistance CHugvel     

be opened by Vb refers to a door, gate, screen, etc. Felig     

be operated on by Vb surgical operation Gverig     

be owned by Vb pejorative gogArriks     

be painted by Vb   Sacheln     

be parented by Vb   CHavok     

be part of Vb   THurev     

be placed as a large group by Vb   SHan     

be placed as a small group by Vb   Pan     

be placed as unfinished by Vb   maVyth     

be placed Billionth by Vb   Nivyth     

be placed by Vb   Pag     
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be placed by Vb Repeated event Ran     

be placed eighth by Vb   Vat     

be placed fifth by Vb   Nuv     

be placed first by Vb   Nik     

be placed fourth by Vb   Nof     

be placed hundredth by Vb   Nimamad     

be placed into a line by Vb   STen     

be placed millionth by Vb   Ninynyst     

be placed next [to] by Vb   Lem     

be placed ninth by Vb   Vof     

be placed second by Vb   Nes     

be placed seventh by Vb   Ves     

be placed sixth by Vb   Vik     

be placed tenth by Vb   Nimad     

be placed third by Vb   Nat     

be placed thousandth by Vb   Ninyst     

be placed twentieth by Vb   Nemad     

be planted by Vb   Verrar     

be pointed at by Vb   PRis     

be poisoned by Vb   Bokvod     

be possibly able [to] Vb   Finym     

be prepared roughly by Vb   TRug     

be promised by Vb   Potsen     

be proposed by Vb a complete meaning construct PRag     

be proved true by Vb   Pavok     

be put by Vb put into a place or position Pag     

be put by Vb allocated a role SHord     

be quarantined by Vb   Gachuk     

be raised by Vb   STitud     

be read by Vb refers to any readable text GRyggyr     

be read by Vb the act of reading; a text which can be 
read 

Lesk     

be recorded in writing by Vb   Pil     

be reddened by Vb   Rom     

be remembered by Vb   raVogyr     

be removed by Vb   Dep     

be repaired by Vb   TRukv     

be repeated by Vb Repeated event Ran     

be replaced by Vb   GRapag     

be replied to by Vb   raGRyg     

be requested by Vb requesting expression Faz     

be resembled by Vb   Gig     

be responded to by Vb   raGRyg     

be responsible [for] Vb   Zosh     

be ridden on Vb related to forms of transport Valad     

be rotated by Vb   CHyr     

be said by Vb an isolated speech act Fesh     

be sat on by Vb   MMosh     

be scrutinized by Vb   GVem     

be searched for by Vb   Sugv     

be seen by Vb   GRyg     
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be seldom noticed by Vb   maSik     

be selfish Vb   KSotrekv     

be separate [from] Vb a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

niTrum     

be separated by Vb   RResk     

be separated from by Vb a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

niTrum     

be shared by Vb sharing an object by division or serial use Both     

be shared by Vb sharing of information; sharing by talking shaKLam     

be shown by Vb   KLugv     

be similar [to] Vb   Gig     

be smiled at by Vb   PRekvem     

be softened by Vb   Sol     

be solved by Vb   Benan     

be sought for by Vb   Sugv     

be spelled by Vb   Vut     

be spoken by Vb an isolated speech act Fesh     

be spoken by Vb a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

KLam     

be stored by Vb   Gyrd     

be straightened by Vb   Didid     

be stuck together by Vb   Dorz     

be taken up by Vb   Potsen     

be thanked by Vb expression of gratitude TRun     

be thought by Vb related to thoughtfulness and cognition Vegyr     

be thought out by Vb   Benan     

be tickled by Vb   Matad     

be tidied by Vb   Narr     

be told the truth by Vb   PRavic     

be translated by Vb   Vagyr     

be travelled by Vb   Vad     

be treated by Vb   GVemord     

be tried by Vb   Hord     

be understood by Vb an assimilated piece of knowledge Gyr     

be unplaced by Vb   Mad     

be used by Vb   Tyr     

be walked by Vb   Gulad     

be watered by Vb   Vul     

be weighed down by Vb   Dach     

be without rules Vb   Rodon     

be worn by Vb   tiMutryn     

be wounded by Vb   Divesh     

be written by Vb refers to any writing, but especially 
smaller or informal texts 

KLesk     

be written by Vb refers to large, formal texts Pilil     

because Conj A true because B true Vup     

because of Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the cause of the direct 
object 

  gu   

become Vb bringing ideas into  physical existence STapon     

bed NR   Syth     

before Conj TIME: A precedes B KSal     
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before Adp TIME: before event [noun]   tri   

beggar NR   miVok     

behind Adp LOCATIVE: the thing in front   thi   

belief in arbitrary rules NR   GVirz     

between Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

  the   

beyond Adp LOCATIVE: the container   ta   

big Adjec   RRopy     

big thing NR   RRop     

billion Num   Nivyth     

billionth Adjec   Nivythy     

birth Adjec biological parent. Used mainly for medical 
purposes.  

Lalavy     

bit NR   Pin     

black thing NR   Tem     

blanket NR   Docodyn     

blood NR quantity of blood SHarz     

bloodily Advb   Sharzu     

bloody Adjec   SHarzy     

blue Adjec   SHimy     

blue thing NR   SHim     

body NR   Mutr     

body front NR front of human body thaMutr     

body left side NR   Mutr Doly     

body right side NR   Mutr Saly     

boiled Adjec   PRoveny     

boiled thing NR   PRoven     

bone NR   Tegv     

book NR   Pilil     

boot NR   Fysh     

border NR   STatyrd     

boredom NR   KLeggich     

boring Adjec   KLeggichy     

boringly Advb   KLeggichu     

bowl NR   Felin     

bread NR   Cas     

brother NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar MMar     

brown thing NR   Gym     

brush NR   Dikv     

building NR built thing; building KSym     

but Conj   Sed     

by Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

  the   

by reading Advb the act of reading; a text which can be 
read 

Lesku     

cake NR   Hessin     

call NR   GRal     

can Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

capacity NR   GRygyg     

capacity to think NR   Benan     

care NR   CHal     
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careful Adjec   PRemy     

carefully Advb   PRemu     

carer NR   CHal     

cargo NR   SKarz     

caring Adjec   CHaly     

caringly Advb   CHalu     

carried thing NR   SKarz     

categorical Adjec   Casty     

categorically Advb   Castu     

category NR   Cast     

caution NR being careful PRem     

cement NR   Dorz     

central Adjec place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

Dupagy     

central city NR   aBBenay     

centre NR   Tyrd     

certainty NR true regardless of people's beliefs niPag     

chair NR   MMosh     

change NR variation Covad     

change NR movement Huks     

changing Adjec   Covady     

child NR person for whom someone else takes 
responsibility 

CHavok     

childish Adjec   CHavoky     

childishly Advb   CHavoku     

childlike Adjec   CHavoky     

choice NR choice made RRes     

choice NR one of the choices available RResk     

choice NR a choice that does not close down other 
choices 

Sig     

circle NR   CHyr     

circulation NR   CHyr     

class NR   Cast     

clean thing NR   Narr     

cleanliness NR   Narr     

clear Adjec   GRygy     

clearly Advb   GRygu     

clever person NR   Vogyvok     

cloth NR   Dyn     

clothed Adjec   tiMutryny     

clothing NR   tiMutryn     

coat  NR   Hegv     

cogitation NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition Vegyr     

cognition NR   Benan     

cognitively Advb   Benanu     

cold Adjec   miVosy     

cold thing NR   miVos     

collected Adjec   RRovoky     

collectively Advb   RRovoku     

colour NR   Sacheln     

colour is changed by Vb   Sacheln     
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coloured Adjec   Sachelny     

colourful Adjec   Sachelny     

colourfully Advb   Sachelnu     

comment NR   Vagyr     

common Adjec   Siky     

common thing NR   Sik     

communal thing NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity Narres     

community NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity Narres     

community eating hall NR   Morduboth     

community laundry NR   Narruboth     

community meeting hall NR   RRovokuboth     

community room NR   Paguvok     

complete thing NR   Dugv     

completion  NR action or event that no longer happens CHosk     

component NR   THevek     

computer NR   Copren     

computer software NR   Coprepag     

comrade NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar MMar     

contactable Adjec Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

Depagy     

container NR   THurev     

convenient Adjec   SKoly     

conveniently Advb   SKolu     

conversation NR a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

KLam     

corridor NR   THepag     

could Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

count NR   Mek     

cover for an entrance NR a door, gate, screen, etc. Felig     

creation NR thing that is created or brought into 
physical existence 

Mug     

creation NR the process of bringing ideas into  physical 
existence 

STapon     

crossing NR an event where two things meet, proceed 
together for a while, then separate 

TRud     

crudity NR   TRug     

cup NR   KVin     

cupboard NR   Posh     

cut Adjec a fashioned shape KVagidy     

dart NR thrown pointed thing Divesh     

day NR period from sunrise to sunset Hisk     

day NR period from sunrise to sunrise Las     

day 1 Day   niLas     

day 10 Day community activity day Las Voky     

day 2 Day   neLas     

day 3 Day   naLas     

day 4 Day   noLas     

day 5 Day   nuLas     

day 6 Day   viLas     

day 7 Day   veLas     

day 8 Day   vaLas     
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day 9 Day   voLas     

dead Adjec the process of dying, the moment of dying miSHery     

death NR the process of dying, the moment of dying miSHer     

deliberation NR being careful PRem     

deliberation NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition Vegyr     

demonstration NR   KLugv     

depot NR   Pagruboth     

despite Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the impeding thing   ga   

destroyed thing NR   miZuth     

destruction NR   miZuth     

die Vb the process of dying, the moment of dying miSHer     

direct Adjec   Dididy     

direct way NR   Didid     

direction NR   Did     

dirigible NR the only form of air transport on Anarres Tyvohyl     

dirty Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing KLegy     

dirty thing NR poorly maintained or dirty thing KLeg     

disappeared thing NR   Dep     

discovered Adjec   SHugvy     

discoveringly Advb   SHugvu     

discovery NR thing which is discovered SHugv     

discussion NR   shaKLam     

dish of food NR   Mord     

dispute NR   miniPag     

doctor NR   GVel     

dominance NR pejorative Tiz     

door NR   Felig     

dormitory NR   Docuboth     

drawer unit NR   Pust     

dressed Adjec   tiMutryny     

drink NR   Vul     

drudgery NR   KLeggich     

drug NR   GVemord     

dry Adjec   STely     

dry thing NR   STel     

dryness NR   STel     

during Adp TIME: duration of event [noun]   tro   

duty NR   Zosh     

ear NR   Rost     

edge NR   STatyrd     

effectively Advb   TRukvu     

egoist NR   KLuzekv     

eight Num   Vat     

eight Num Numerical prefix   va   

eighth Adjec   Vaty     

eighthly Advb   Vatu     

elder NR   Livok     

end NR   Hath     

endeavour NR   Hord     

energetic Adjec   GRygygy     

energetically Advb   GRygygu     
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energy NR   GRygyg     

engine NR   THugug     

entertainment NR   Sisil     

erection NR built thing; building KSym     

essay NR   Hord     

event NR   Sisil     

everyday thing NR   Sik     

everything NR   thaTRum     

example NR   KLugv     

excess NR   thoMek     

exchange NR   shaKLam     

experienced Adjec   Livoky     

explanation NR   Vagyr     

extra Adjec   RResky     

eye NR   GVom     

face NR   THavok     

fantasy item NR   Ven     

far-distant Adjec isolated by distance or barriers from its 
group 

Dipagy     

feat NR collaborative or mechanical Rig     

female carer NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly by children to refer to their 
male carers.  

Mamme     

female person NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly for medical purposes.  

Mevok     

fetched thing NR   SKarz     

few Num   Pan     

few Adjec   Pany     

field NR a planted space or area Verrar     

fifth Adjec   Nuvy     

fifthly Advb   Nuvu     

fight NR aggressive act Pygvat     

fighting Adjec aggressive act Pygvaty     

final Adjec   Hathy     

final act NR   Hath     

final step NR   Hath     

finally Advb   Hathu     

finding NR thing which is discovered SHugv     

finger NR   Skoleb     

first Adjec   Niky     

firstly Advb   Niku     

fish NR   Pec     

five Num   Nuv     

five Num Numerical prefix   nu   

flower NR   Sholen     

follower NR object or event which comes after GRenik     

follower NR person who speaks after; sometimes 
pejoratively used to indicate a person 
who makes an unnecessary "me too" 
agreement speech 

PRym     

food NR   Mord     
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food flavouring NR   Sanel     

foot NR   Zaksel     

footwear NR   Fysh     

for Conj A true because B true Vup     

for Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the role taken by the direct 
object 

  gru   

forebear NR   Livok     

foreign NR foreign person, foreign thing, anything 
non-Anarresti 

Gog     

foreign word Affix     go, gog   

found Adjec   SHugvy     

four Num   Nof     

four Num Numerical prefix   no   

fourth Adjec   Nofy     

fourthly Advb   Nofu     

free Adjec   Rodony     

freedom NR collective responsibility Rodon     

freight NR   SKarz     

frequent thing NR   Sik     

fried Adjec   PRoduny     

fried thing NR   PRodun     

friend NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar MMar     

from Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved away from   stu   

fruit NR   Hevel     

full thing NR   Dugv     

function NR   Tyr     

gain NR   Byth     

gantry crane NR   STituthugurrop     

gap NR   Mem     

garden NR   Piverrar     

gate NR   Felig     

gathered Adjec   RRovoky     

gathering NR place or time for decisions RRovok     

generation NR period of about 25 earth years PRilnag     

glove NR   KSord     

glue NR   Dorz     

gone Adjec   Depy     

gone thing NR   Dep     

good Adjec   TRukvy     

good health NR   GVerr     

good thing NR   TRukv     

got thing NR   SKarz     

gratitude NR expression of gratitude TRun     

green thing NR   Mum     

grey thing NR   Tefom     

group NR   Voki     

growing thing NR   Holum     

guide NR   CHal     

habit NR habitual action raFin     

hail NR   GRal     

hair NR   Rys     
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hairbrush NR   Dikvurys     

hand NR   SKol     

handily Advb   SKolu     

handkerchief NR   THavodyn     

handy Adjec   SKoly     

happiness NR state of well-being KVem     

happy Adjec state of well-being KVemy     

harbour NR   THopag     

hard thing NR   Kag     

hardware NR   Copren     

hat  NR   Kap     

have existence Vb   Pon     

he NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

Ksotrevok     

he NR third person, known person TRuv     

head NR part of human body Ben     

healing Adjec   CHuky     

heart NR human heart TRygv     

heart NR centre Tyrd     

heat NR   Vos     

heatedly Advb   Vosu     

heavily Advb   Dachu     

heavy Adjec   Dachy     

heavy thing NR   Dach     

held easily  Adjec   SKoly     

help NR general help and support CHip     

helper NR   CHal     

helpful Adjec general help and support CHipy     

helpfully Advb general help and support CHipu     

helpfully Advb medical assistance CHugvelu     

her NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

Ksotrevok     

her NR third person, known person TRuv     

here NR place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

Dupag     

herself NR self; used in reflexives TRusk     

hidden Adjec unknown place Gypagy     

hike NR   Gulad     

him NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

Ksotrevok     

him NR third person, known person TRuv     

himself NR self; used in reflexives TRusk     

hospital NR   CHuk     

hot Adjec   Vosy     

hot thing NR   Vos     

hotly Advb   Vosu     

hour NR 1/24 of an Anarresti day Horr     

hundred Num   Nimamad     

hundredth Adjec   Nimamady     

hurtful Adjec   Diveshy     

hurtfully Advb   Diveshu     
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hurting Adjec   Diveshy     

I NR first person; the current speaker; the 
current writer 

KSotrekv     

idea NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition Vegyr     

if Conj MODAL  Gysk     

illness NR   moGVerr     

image NR   Dygr     

imagined thing NR   Ven     

imagining NR   Ven     

imagined thing NR   Ven     

fantasy item NR   Ven     

important Adjec   Dissigy     

important thing NR   Dissig     

importantly Advb   Dissigu     

improvement NR   Byth     

in Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that contains   thy   

in an overbearing way  Adjec   KLuzekvy     

in front of Adp LOCATIVE: the thing behind   tha   

inclusion NR   THuk     

inclusive Adjec   THuky     

inclusively Advb   THuku     

incomplete Adjec   maVythy     

incompletely Advb   maVythu     

increased thing NR   Byth     

indication NR   PRis     

indisputable Adjec true regardless of people's beliefs niPagy     

indisputably Advb true regardless of people's beliefs niPagu     

individual NR name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

Vok     

Industirial Adjec   RRozuthy     

industriously Advb   RRozuthu     

industry NR   RRozuth     

Infinity Num   maVyth     

insertion NR   THuk     

intelligent person NR   Vogyvok     

intention NR willingness to do something Buk     

intention NR agreeing to do something Danym     

intention NR giving meaning to an action, process or 
object by including it in your planning  

Fyr     

interchange NR   THopag     

interpretation NR   Vagyr     

into Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that becomes the 
container 

  sta   

invention NR a thing or idea created and shared for the 
first time 

STapon     

investigation NR   Sugv     

isolated Adjec isolated by distance or barriers from its 
group 

Dipagy     

isolated Adjec a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

niTRumy     
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isolated thing NR a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

niTrum     

issue NR   miDidid     

it NR third person, unknown thing TRul     

it NR third person, known thing TRum     

itself NR self; used in reflexives TRusk     

jacket  NR   Heln     

joint enterprise NR   Potsen     

journey NR   Vad     

judgment NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition Vegyr     

jumper NR any warming outer garment for the top of 
the body 

tiPuks     

just Advb   STeku     

justification NR   Vagyr     

kilt NR   Leks     

kind NR   Cast     

knife NR   Lakv     

knowledge NR   Vogyr     

known thing NR   Vogyr     

language of truth NR   PRavic     

large Adjec   RRopy     

large proportion Num Numerical prefix   sha   

large thing NR   RRop     

laugh NR   RRir     

laughing Adjec   RRiry     

lavatory NR   Pagykv     

leaf vegetable NR   Garan     

left side NR   Dol     

leg NR   Zaks     

leglike Adjec   Zaksy     

letter NR sign representing a unit of speech-sound Vut     

life NR   SHer     

lifted thing NR   STitud     

light thing [weight] NR   miDach     

light thing [shade] NR  Fom   

like Adjec similar to Gigy     

like Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the similar thing   gi   

limit NR   STatyrd     

line NR edge, border, limit STatyrd     

line NR mark produced by dragging a point STen     

listener to language NR   Lam     

littleness NR   Pin     

living area NR   Paguvok     

living thing NR   SHer     

local Adjec place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

Dupagy     

lonely Adjec   STeky     

machine NR   THugug     

made thing NR built thing; building KSym     

made thing NR manufactured thing; hand-crafted thing Zuth     

majority Num more than half Lath     
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male carer NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly by children to refer to their 
male carers.  

Tadde     

male person NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly for medical purposes.  

Devok     

manufactured thing NR manufactured thing; hand-crafted thing Zuth     

manure NR quantity of manure Gykv     

many Num   SHan     

map NR  Dygaterr   

marker NR   PRis     

material used mainly for 
making clothes 

NR   Dyn     

may Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

maybe Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

me NR first person; the current speaker; the 
current writer 

KSotrekv     

meal NR   Mord     

meaning NR giving meaning to an action, process or 
object by including it in your planning  

Fyr     

medical aide NR assistant to medical syndic CHugvel     

medicine NR   GVemord     

meeting NR chance meeting; small informal encounter Gys     

meeting NR place or time for decisions RRovok     

memory NR   raVogyr     

merely Advb   STeku     

method NR   Did     

middle NR   Tyrd     

might Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

million Num   Ninynyst     

millionth Adjec   Ninynysty     

mind NR   Benan     

mobility NR   Huks     

more Advb   Bythu     

more Adjec   Bythy     

more than one Num Numerical prefix   ra   

mortar NR   Dorz     

most Adjec more than half Lathy     

most Num Numerical prefix   la   

mouth NR   PRek     

movement NR   Huks     

myself NR self; used in reflexives TRusk     

name NR name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

Vok     

nand Conj true unless both A and B are true miTyg     

near Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

  the   

near-distant Adjec Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

Depagy     

necessary action NR   Dan     

neck NR   GRyp     
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next Adjec   GReniky     

next thing NR   GRenik     

night NR period from sunset to sunrise Mesh     

nine Num   Vof     

nine Num Numerical prefix   vo   

nine zeroes Num   Vyst     

ninth Adjec   Vofy     

ninthly Advb   Vofu     

no SW this isn't what I think Mat     

no SW this isn't what I think maTys     

no SW this isn't possible Mit     

no SW this isn't possible miTys     

no SW this isn't what I know Mot     

no SW this isn't what I know moTys     

nobody NR   miTRuv     

noise NR something heard KLak     

noisily Advb something heard KLaku     

noisy Adjec something heard KLaky     

nor Conj true only if A and B are both false maSig     

nose NR   SKem     

not Affix Negator; weak not; not x   ma   

not Affix Negator; strong not; the opposite of x   mi   

not Affix Negator; neutral not; unlike x   mo   

not clean Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing KLegy     

nothing NR   miTRum     

notice NR   GVet     

noticeable Adjec   GVety     

noticeably Advb   GVetu     

now NR current time Murr     

number NR   Mek     

nursing Adjec medical assistance CHugvely     

obstacle NR   miDidid     

obvious Adjec   GVety     

obviously Advb   GVetu     

of Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing that is associated   gre   

off Adp LOCATIVE: Anti-on; used to be on, now 
isn't 

  to   

offensive Adjec   KLuzy     

offensive thing NR   KLuz     

offensively Advb   KLuzu     

old Adjec   Livoky     

old person NR   Livok     

on Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below   ti   

one Num   Nik     

one NR third person, unknown person TRuz     

one Num Numerical prefix   ni   

one billion Num Numerical prefix   nivy   

one thousand Num Numerical prefix   niny   

only Advb   STeku     

open space NR a planted space or area Verrar     

option NR the choice taken RRes     
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option NR an available choice RResk     

or Conj either A true or B true or both true Sig     

orange thing NR   Vum     

orbit NR   CHyr     

other NR one of the choices available RResk     

other Adjec one of the choices available RResky     

ought Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

ourselves NR selves; used in reflexives TRuski     

out of Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that ceases to be the 
container 

  sto   

outer space NR   Mem     

outside NR the world beyond the edge of a thing Tatyrd     

outside Adp LOCATIVE: the container   ta   

outsider NR   RResk     

over Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below   ti   

overalls NR clothing; set of overalls tiHegv     

overshirt  NR   Puks     

owner NR pejorative gogArriks     

page NR piece of paper Pil     

painting NR   Dygr     

paper NR piece of paper Pil     

paramedic NR assistant to medical syndic CHugvel     

parent NR biological parent. Used mainly for medical 
purposes.  

Lalav     

part NR   THevek     

pastry NR   Hemmor     

path NR formal path that cannot take vehicles GVad     

path taken NR   RRes     

pencil NR   PRog     

performance NR collaborative or mechanical Rig     

perhaps Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

period of time NR as a concept, a physical property of the 
universe; to ask for the time see Murr 

Gich     

person NR name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

Vok     

personal Adjec name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

Voky     

photograph NR   Dygr     

picture NR   Dygr     

piece NR   THevek     

pill NR   GVepimord     

pillow NR   Bemmosh     

place NR   Pag     

place of detention NR pejorative goCHel     

place of quarantine NR   Gachuk     

place of the mind NR   aBBenay     

place of treatment NR   CHuk     

placement NR   SHord     
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planet NR any stellar body which is rocky and has 
the capacity to support life 

Terr     

plant NR   Holum     

plate NR   Fel     

play NR work or play; individual or shared activity Vaksen     

please NR requesting expression Faz     

pointer NR   PRis     

poison NR   Bokvod     

poisonous Adjec   Bokvody     

poisonous thing NR   Bokvod     

poorly maintained Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing KLegy     

porridge NR   Meresh     

port NR   THopag     

portion NR sharing an object by division or serial use Both     

position NR   Pag     

possible action NR   Fin     

possibly possible action NR   Finym     

present Adjec place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

Dupagy     

presentation NR   KLugv     

preserved Adjec   SKelegy     

preserved thing NR   SKeleg     

pretty thing NR  Vaksefom   

prison NR pejorative goCHel     

problem NR   miDidid     

program NR   Coprepag     

promise NR   Potsen     

properly Advb   TRukvu     

propertarian NR pejorative gogArriks     

proposal NR a complete meaning construct PRag     

proposition NR a complete meaning construct PRag     

prudence NR being careful PRem     

pullover NR any warming outer garment for the top of 
the body 

tiPuks     

purple thing NR   Bem     

purpose NR   Tyr     

raised thing NR   STitud     

rare Adjec   maSiky     

rare thing NR   maSik     

rather than Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing not chosen   gro   

reachable  Adjec Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

Depagy     

reading NR a text which can be read Lesk     

reading Adjec the action of reading Lesky     

real thing NR   Pon     

realist NR  Povok   

reality NR true because people believe it is true nePag     

really Advb true because people believe it is true nePagu     

red Adjec   Romy     

red thing NR   Rom     

refectory NR   Morduboth     
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rehabilitation centre NR   CHuk     

religion NR   GVirz     

remembrance NR   raVogyr     

remote Adjec isolated by distance or barriers from its 
group 

Dipagy     

removed Adjec   Depy     

removed thing NR   Dep     

repeated thing Num Repeated event Ran     

repeatedly Advb Repeated event Ranu     

replacement NR   GRapag     

reply NR   raGRyg     

request NR   Bol     

response NR   raGRyg     

responsibility NR   Zosh     

rest NR   Doc     

retrieved thing NR   SKarz     

right side NR   Sal     

rising Adjec Process of rising; thing which rises Milnery     

road NR path that can take vehicles GVarrop     

rock NR   Balag     

role NR   Tyr     

room NR   Pag     

root vegetable NR   Dyt     

rotation NR   CHyr     

roughness NR   TRug     

round Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is contained   fri   

route NR directions given Did     

route NR route travelled Vad     

sad Adjec   Lorasy     

sad thing NR   Loras     

salt NR   Sanel     

saying NR an isolated speech act Fesh     

scissors NR   raneLakvi     

scrutinization NR   GVem     

search NR   Sugv     

seat NR   MMosh     

seated Adjec   MMoshy     

second Adjec   Nesy     

secondly Advb   Nesu     

seed NR   Dotil     

seen thing NR   GRyg     

segment NR   THevek     

seldom Adjec   maSiky     

self NR used in reflexives TRusk     

selfish Adjec   KSotrekvy     

selfishly Advb   KSotrekvu     

selves NR used in reflexives TRuski     

sentence NR a complete meaning construct PRag     

separate thing NR a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

niTrum     

servitude NR pejorative Tuv     
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seven Num   Ves     

seven Num Numerical prefix   ve   

seventh Adjec   Vesy     

seventhly Advb   Vesu     

shade NR   Sacheln     

shape NR a fashioned shape KVagid     

shaped Adjec a fashioned shape KVagidy     

share NR sharing an object by division or serial use Both     

shared Adjec sharing an object by division or serial use Bothy     

sharing NR sharing of information; sharing by talking shaKLam     

she NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

Ksotrevok     

she NR third person, known person TRuv     

sheet NR piece of paper Pil     

shelf NR shelf or shelf unit PRorz     

ship NR powered mode of water transport Tyv     

shittery NR   Pagykv     

shoe NR   Fysh     

should Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

shout NR   GRal     

showing NR   KLugv     

shrimp NR   Pipec     

sickness NR   moGVerr     

side NR   Lem     

sight NR   GRyg     

sign NR   PRis     

similar Num Numerical prefix   gi   

similar thing Num   Gig     

since Conj TIME: A follows B KSad     

since Adp TIME: duration since an event   tra   

single Adjec   STeky     

single thing NR   STek     

singly Advb   STeku     

sister NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar MMar     

site NR   Pag     

sittingly Advb   MMoshu     

six Num   Vik     

six Num Numerical prefix   vi   

sixth Adjec   Viky     

sixthly Advb   Viku     

skewer NR   Darz     

skill NR   Lipr     

skirt NR   Leks     

sleep NR   Doc     

small proportion Num Numerical prefix   pa   

small thing NR   Pin     

smile NR   PRekvem     

smiling Adjec   PRekvemy     

smilingly Advb   Prekvemu     

smoke NR   SKirrod     

smoked Adjec   SKirrody     
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snore NR   Cucuc     

so Conj A true therefore B true Dog     

so that Conj CAUSATIVE: B follows A Val     

soap NR   Sech     

sock  NR   Fard     

soft Adjec   Soly     

soft thing NR   Sol     

solidarity NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity Narres     

solitary Adjec   STeky     

solitary person NR   STek     

someone NR third person, unknown person TRuz     

something NR third person, unknown thing TRul     

sorry NR   Zyf     

sound NR something heard KLak     

soup NR   Moshil     

space NR   Mem     

speaking Adjec a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

KLamy     

species NR   SHevok     

specimen NR   Cast     

speech act NR an isolated speech act Fesh     

speech act NR a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

KLam     

spice NR   Sanel     

spoon NR   Pisk     

stew NR   Moshidal     

stomach NR   Merrid     

stone NR   Balag     

storage place NR   Gyrd     

store NR   Gyrd     

stored potential NR   GRygyg     

story NR   Dalil     

straight Adjec   Dididy     

straight way NR   Didid     

strength NR   GRygyg     

strong thing NR   STerret     

stylus NR   PRog     

submission NR   GVirz     

subservience NR pejorative Tuv     

such as Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the hyponym; an example 
of the case 

  gri   

sum NR   Mek     

sun NR   Vosterr     

sure thing NR true regardless of people's beliefs niPag     

surface NR   Lem     

surgery NR surgical operation Gverig     

survival NR   raSHer     

table NR flat working surface Zammen     

tablet NR   GVepimord     

talk NR a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

KLam     
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talking Adjec a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

KLamy     

tally NR   Mek     

telling NR   shaKLam     

ten Num   Nimad     

ten Num Numerical prefix   nima   

ten day period NR   Decad     

tenth Adjec   Nimady     

tenthly Advb   Nimadu     

text NR refers to any readable text GRyggyr     

than Conj A true because B true Vup     

thanks NR expression of gratitude TRun     

that NR more distant thing Depel     

the Affix definite article   a   

them NR third person plural, known people TRuvi     

them NR third person plural, unknown people Truzi     

themselves NR selves; used in reflexives TRuski     

then Conj TIME: A precedes B KSal     

there NR Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

Depag     

therefore Conj A true therefore B true Dog     

they NR third person plural, known people TRuvi     

they NR third person plural, unknown people Truzi     

thief NR pejorative goTHif     

thing NR   Pel     

thinking Adjec   Benany     

third Adjec   Naty     

thirdly Advb   Natu     

this NR close thing Dupel     

though Conj CAUSATIVE: A happens despite the 
existence of B 

Vurr     

thought NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition Vegyr     

thousand Num   Ninyst     

thousandth Adjec   Ninysty     

three Num   Nat     

three Num Numerical prefix   na   

three zeroes Num   Nyst     

through Adp LOCATIVE: the thing the Direct Object 
moves over, under, through or across 

  tho   

throughout Adp TIME: during the duration of event   tro   

tickle NR   Matad     

ticklish Adjec   Matady     

tidiness NR   Narr     

tidy thing NR   Narr     

time NR as a concept, a physical property of the 
universe; to ask for the time see Murr 

Gich     

time NR time as marked by calendars and clocks; 
for the concept of time see Gich. 

Murr     

to Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved toward   sti   

toe NR   Zakseleb     

tomorrow NR   STilas     
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tone NR something heard KLak     

tone NR colour shade Sacheln     

toothbrush NR   Dikvuprek     

towards Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved toward   sti   

towel NR   Stelodyn     

track NR informal path GVapin     

trail NR informal path GVapin     

translation NR   Vagyr     

transport NR the process of travelling Valad     

travel NR the process of travelling Valad     

traveller NR   Vadavok     

trip NR   Vad     

trousers  NR   Losk     

truck-train NR   Raven     

truth NR   PRavic     

truthful Adjec truthful person Pavoky     

truthful Adjec truthful statement PRavicy     

truthful person NR truthful person Pavok     

truthful utterance NR truthful statement PRavic     

truthfully Advb truthful person Pavoku     

truthfully Advb truthful statement Pravicu     

try NR   Hord     

twentieth Adjec   Nemady     

twentiethly Advb   Nemadu     

twenty Num   Nemad     

twenty Num Numerical prefix   nema   

twinroom NR private room for couples in dormitory Paguseksot     

two Num   Nes     

two Num Numerical prefix   ne   

type NR   Cast     

under Adp LOCATIVE: the thing on top   tu   

undershirt  NR   tuPuks     

understanding NR an assimilated piece of knowledge Gyr     

undertaking NR   Potsen     

underwear NR   tuLosk     

unfinished Adjec   maVythy     

universe NR   thaTRum     

unkempt Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing KLegy     

unless Conj A true if B false Vusk     

unplaced Adjec   Mady     

unpleasant Adjec   KLeggichy     

unpleasant work NR   KLeggich     

unpleasantly Advb   KLeggichu     

until Conj TIME: A cannot happen after B finishes KSas     

until Adp TIME: event that marks the end of a 
period of time 

  tre   

unusual thing NR   maSik     

up to Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved toward   sti   

upon Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below   ti   

us NR sender and one other, not receiver KSot     

us NR sender and others, not receiver KSoti     
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us NR sender and receiver Seksot     

us NR sender, receiver and others Seksoti     

us NR everyone, but nobody in particular thaTRuv     

use NR   Tyr     

useful activity NR an activity which is useful to self and 
others 

Vaksen     

useful activity being carried 
out by  

Vb an activity which is useful to self and 
others 

Vaksen     

useful person NR   Vaksevok     

useless activity NR   miVaksen     

useless activity being carried 
out by 

Vb   miVaksen     

utterance NR an isolated speech act Fesh     

vacuum NR   Mem     

variable Adjec   Covady     

variably Advb   Covadu     

variety NR   Cast     

vessel NR powered mode of water transport Tyv     

veteran NR   Livok     

vibration NR something heard KLak     

vigilance NR being careful PRem     

virtuality NR true because people agree it is true naPag     

vitality NR   SHer     

void NR   Mem     

walk NR   Gulad     

wall NR   SHym     

warehouse NR storage and distribution place Pagyrd     

wash NR   PRip     

washcloth NR   PRipodyn     

washroom NR   Paguprip     

waste NR   miVaksen     

water NR   Vul     

way NR   Did     

way thinking happens NR   Benan     

we NR sender and one other, not receiver KSot     

we NR sender and others, not receiver KSoti     

we NR sender and receiver Seksot     

we NR sender, receiver and others Seksoti     

we NR everyone, but nobody in particular thaTRuv     

week NR   Decad     

well Advb   TRukvu     

wet Adjec   miSTely     

wet thing NR   miSTel     

wetness NR   miSTel     

what NR third person, unknown thing TRul     

whatever NR third person, unknown thing TRul     

when Conj TIME: point where A and B happen 
simultaneously 

KSam     

where Conj if B true then A true Gyd     

where NR unknown place Gypag     

whether Conj MODAL Gysk     
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which NR choice of one from many Gyrres     

while Conj TIME: a period during which A and B 
happen simultaneously 

KSam     

white thing NR   Fom     

who NR third person, unknown person TRuz     

whom NR third person, unknown person TRuz     

wilderness NR an uncultivated space or area miVerrar     

will NR willingness to do something Buk     

with Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing that is associated   gre   

within Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that contains   thy   

without Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing not chosen   gro   

woman NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly for medical purposes.  

Mevok     

word NR unit of meaning Voth     

work NR work or play; individual or shared activity Vaksen     

worker NR   Vaksevok     

world NR any stellar body which is rocky and has 
the capacity to support life 

Terr     

worn things NR   tiMutryn     

would Affix Verb modal marker     ym 

writing NR   KLesk     

written thing NR   KLesk     

xnor Conj true if A and B are both false or both true miSag     

xor Conj either A true or B true but both cannot be 
true 

Sag     

year NR   Fas     

yellow thing NR   Dim     

yes; yeah SW   Tys     

yesterday NR   STulas     

yet Conj   SHeb     

yonder NR identified far distant place; physically 
distant but emotionally close 

Dipag     

you NR second person; the last speaker aKsotrekv     

you NR second person; the listener; the reader Seln     

you NR second person plural; the listeners; the 
readers 

Selni     

yourself NR self; used in reflexives TRusk     

yourselves NR selves; used in reflexives TRuski     

zero Num   Mad     

zero Num Numerical prefix   ma   

  Affix Verb tense: past     a 

  Affix Verb tense: past in past     ada 

  Affix Verb tense: future in past     ado 

  Affix Verb tense: present     e 

  Affix Noun plural marker     i 

  Affix Verb tense: future     o 

  Affix Verb tense: past in future     oda 

  Affix Verb tense: future in future     odo 

  Affix Adverb marker     u 

  Affix Adjective marker     y 
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Pravic prefix suffix PoS Description English 

aBBenay     NR   central city 

aBBenay     NR   place of the mind 

aKsotrekv     NR second person; the last speaker you 

Balag     NR   rock 

Balag     NR   stone 

Bem     NR   purple thing 

Bemmosh     NR   pillow 

Ben     NR part of human body head 

Benan     NR   capacity to think 

Benan     NR   cognition 

Benan     NR   mind 

Benan     NR   way thinking happens 

Benan     Vb   be solved by 

Benan     Vb   be thought out by 

Benanu     Advb   cognitively 

Benany     Adjec   thinking 

Bokvod     NR   poison 

Bokvod     NR   poisonous thing 

Bokvod     Vb   be poisoned by 

Bokvody     Adjec   poisonous 

Bol     NR   ask 

Bol     NR   request 

Bol     Vb   be asked by 

Both     NR sharing an object by division or serial use portion 

Both     NR sharing an object by division or serial use share 

Both     Vb sharing an object by division or serial use be shared by 

Bothy     Adjec sharing an object by division or serial use shared 

Buk     NR willingness to do something intention 

Buk     NR willingness to do something will 

Buk     Vb willingness to do something be intended by 

Byth     NR   gain 

Byth     NR   improvement 

Byth     NR   increased thing 

Byth     Vb   be improved by 

Byth     Vb   be increased by 

Bythu     Advb   more 

Bythy     Adjec   more 

Cas     NR   bread 

Cast     NR   category 

Cast     NR   class 

Cast     NR   kind 

Cast     NR   specimen 

Cast     NR   type 

Cast     NR   variety 

Cast     Vb   be categorised by 

Cast     Vb   be classified by 

Castu     Advb   categorically 

Casty     Adjec   categorical 

CHal     NR   care 
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CHal     NR   carer 

CHal     NR   guide 

CHal     NR   helper 

CHal     Vb general care be cared for by 

CHalu     Advb   caringly 

CHaly     Adjec   caring 

CHavok     NR person for whom someone else takes 
responsibility 

child 

CHavok     Vb   be guided by 

CHavok     Vb   be parented by 

CHavoku     Advb   childishly 

CHavoky     Adjec   childish 

CHavoky     Adjec   childlike 

CHigv     NR   available thing 

CHigv     Vb   be made available by 

Chigvy     Adjec   available 

CHip     NR general help and support assistance 

CHip     NR general help and support help 

CHip     Vb general help and support be helped by 

CHipu     Advb general help and support helpfully 

CHipy     Adjec general help and support assisted 

CHipy     Adjec general help and support helpful 

CHosk     NR action or event that no longer happens completion  

CHosk     Vb action or event that no longer happens be completed by 

CHosk     Vb action or event that no longer happens be ended by 

CHugvel     NR assistant to medical syndic medical aide 

CHugvel     NR assistant to medical syndic paramedic 

CHugvel     Vb medical assistance be assisted by 

CHugvel     Vb medical assistance be nursed by 

CHugvelu     Advb medical assistance helpfully 

CHugvely     Adjec medical assistance nursing 

CHuk     NR   hospital 

CHuk     NR   place of treatment 

CHuk     NR   rehabilitation centre 

CHuk     Vb   be cured by 

CHuky     Adjec   healing 

CHyr     NR   circle 

CHyr     NR   circulation 

CHyr     NR   orbit 

CHyr     NR   rotation 

CHyr     Vb   be circulated by 

CHyr     Vb   be rotated by 

Copren     NR   computer 

Copren     NR   hardware 

Coprepag     NR   application 

Coprepag     NR   computer software 

Coprepag     NR   program 

Covad     NR variation change 

Covad     Vb   be changed by 

Covadu     Advb   variably 

Covady     Adjec   changing 
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Covady     Adjec   variable 

Cucuc     NR   snore 

Dach     NR   heavy thing 

Dach     Vb   be weighed down by 

Dachu     Advb   heavily 

Dachy     Adjec   heavy 

Dalil     NR   story 

Dan     NR   necessary action 

Dan     Vb   be necessary [that] 

Dan     Vb   be needed by 

Danym     NR agreeing to do something intention 

Danym     Vb agreeing to do something be intended by 

Darz     NR   skewer 

Dask     NR   arm 

Decad     NR   ten day period 

Decad     NR   week 

Decad     Vb   be done for ten days by 

Dep     NR   disappeared thing 

Dep     NR   gone thing 

Dep     NR   removed thing 

Dep     Vb moved out of place; removed be moved by 

Dep     Vb   be removed by 

Depag     NR Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

there 

Depag     Vb Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

be distanced from by 

Depagy     Adjec Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

contactable 

Depagy     Adjec Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

near-distant 

Depagy     Adjec Identified more distant place; physically 
close but emotionally distant 

reachable  

Depel     NR more distant thing that 

Depy     Adjec   gone 

Depy     Adjec   removed 

Devok     NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly for medical purposes.  

male person 

Did     NR   approach 

Did     NR   direction 

Did     NR   method 

Did     NR directions given route 

Did     NR   way 

Did     Vb   be directed by 

Didid     NR   direct way 

Didid     NR   straight way 

Didid     Vb   be  straightened by 

Dididy     Adjec   direct 

Dididy     Adjec   straight 

Dikv     NR   brush 

Dikvuprek     NR   toothbrush 

Dikvurys     NR   hairbrush 
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Dim     NR   yellow thing 

Dipag     NR identified far distant place; physically 
distant but emotionally close 

yonder 

Dipag     Vb   be isolated [from] by 

Dipagy     Adjec isolated by distance or barriers from its 
group 

far-distant 

Dipagy     Adjec isolated by distance or barriers from its 
group 

isolated 

Dipagy     Adjec isolated by distance or barriers from its 
group 

remote 

Dissig     NR   important thing 

Dissig     Vb   be important [to] 

Dissigu     Advb   importantly 

Dissigy     Adjec   important 

Divesh     NR thrown pointed thing arrow 

Divesh     NR thrown pointed thing dart 

Divesh     Vb   be hurt by 

Divesh     Vb   be wounded by 

Diveshu     Advb   hurtfully 

Diveshy     Adjec   hurtful 

Diveshy     Adjec   hurting 

Doc     NR   rest 

Doc     NR   sleep 

Docodyn     NR   blanket 

Docuboth     NR   dormitory 

Dog     Conj A true therefore B true so 

Dog     Conj A true therefore B true therefore 

Dol     NR   left side 

Dorz     NR   cement 

Dorz     NR   glue 

Dorz     NR   mortar 

Dorz     Vb   be stuck together by 

Dotil     NR   seed 

Dugv     NR   complete thing 

Dugv     NR   full thing 

Dugv     Vb   be completely filled by 

Dupag     NR place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

here 

Dupag     Vb place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

be centred on by 

Dupagy     Adjec place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

central 

Dupagy     Adjec place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

local 

Dupagy     Adjec place of current existence; physically and 
emotionally close 

present 

Dupel     NR close thing this 

Dygaterr   NR  map 

Dygr     NR   image 

Dygr     NR   painting 

Dygr     NR   photograph 
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Dygr     NR   picture 

Dygr     Vb   be imaged by 

Dyn     NR   cloth 

Dyn     NR   material used mainly for making 
clothes 

Dyt     NR   root vegetable 

Fard     NR   sock  

Fas     NR   year 

Faz     NR requesting expression please 

Faz     Vb requesting expression be requested by 

Fel     NR   plate 

Felig     NR a door, gate, screen, etc. cover for an entrance 

Felig     NR   door 

Felig     NR   gate 

Felig     Vb refers to a door, gate, screen, etc. be opened by 

Felin     NR   bowl 

Fesh     NR an isolated speech act announcement 

Fesh     NR an isolated speech act saying 

Fesh     NR an isolated speech act speech act 

Fesh     NR an isolated speech act utterance 

Fesh     Vb an isolated speech act be said by 

Fesh     Vb an isolated speech act be spoken by 

Fin     NR   possible action 

Fin     Vb   be able [to] 

Finym     NR   possibly possible action 

Finym     Vb   be possibly able [to] 

Fom     NR   white thing 

Fom   NR  light thing [colour] 

Ford     NR   approximation 

Fyr     NR giving meaning to an action, process or 
object by including it in your planning  

intention 

Fyr     NR giving meaning to an action, process or 
object by including it in your planning  

meaning 

Fyr     Vb giving meaning to an action, process or 
object by including it in your planning  

be given meaning by 

Fysh     NR   boot 

Fysh     NR   footwear 

Fysh     NR   shoe 

Gachuk     NR   place of quarantine 

Gachuk     Vb   be quarantined by 

Garan     NR   leaf vegetable 

Gich     NR as a concept, a physical property of the 
universe; to ask for the time see Murr 

period of time 

Gich     NR as a concept, a physical property of the 
universe; to ask for the time see Murr 

time 

Gig     Num   similar thing 

Gig     Vb   be resembled by 

Gig     Vb   be similar [to] 

Gigy     Adjec similar to like 

goCHel     NR pejorative place of detention 

goCHel     NR pejorative prison 
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goCHel     Vb pejorative be forcibly restrained by 

Gog     NR foreign person, foreign thing, anything 
non-Anarresti 

foreign 

Gog     Vb a foreign person, foreign thing, anything 
non-Anarresti 

be non-Anarresti 

gogAkar     NR measure of land space acre 

gogArriks     NR pejorative owner 

gogArriks     NR pejorative propertarian 

gogArriks     Vb pejorative be owned by 

goTHif     NR pejorative thief 

GRal     NR   call 

GRal     NR   hail 

GRal     NR   shout 

GRal     Vb   be called by 

GRapag     NR   replacement 

GRapag     Vb   be replaced by 

GRenik     NR object or event which comes after follower 

GRenik     NR   next thing 

GRenik     Vb an object or event followed by another be followed by 

GReniky     Adjec   next 

GRyg     NR   seen thing 

GRyg     NR   sight 

GRyg     Vb   be seen by 

GRyggyr     NR refers to any readable text text 

GRyggyr     Vb refers to any readable text be read by 

GRygu     Advb   clearly 

GRygy     Adjec   clear 

GRygyg     NR   capacity 

GRygyg     NR   energy 

GRygyg     NR   stored potential 

GRygyg     NR   strength 

GRygyg     Vb   be energised by 

GRygygu     Advb   energetically 

GRygygy     Adjec   energetic 

GRyp     NR   neck 

Gulad     NR   hike 

Gulad     NR   walk 

Gulad     Vb   be walked by 

GVad     NR formal path that cannot take vehicles path 

GVapin     NR informal path track 

GVapin     NR informal path trail 

GVarrop     NR path that can take vehicles road 

GVel     NR   doctor 

GVem     NR   scrutinization 

GVem     Vb   be scrutinized by 

GVemord     NR   drug 

GVemord     NR   medicine 

GVemord     Vb   be treated by 

GVepimord     NR   pill 

GVepimord     NR   tablet 

GVepimord     Vb   be dosed by 
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Gverig     NR surgical operation surgery 

Gverig     Vb surgical operation be operated on by 

GVerr     NR   good health 

GVet     NR   attention 

GVet     NR   notice 

GVet     Vb   be noticed by 

GVetu     Advb   noticeably 

GVetu     Advb   obviously 

GVety     Adjec   noticeable 

GVety     Adjec   obvious 

GVirz     NR   belief in arbitrary rules 

GVirz     NR   religion 

GVirz     NR   submission 

GVirz     Vb   be controlled by 

GVom     NR   eye 

Gyd     Conj if B true then A true where 

Gykv     NR quantity of manure manure 

Gym     NR   brown thing 

Gypag     NR unknown place where 

Gypag     Vb unknown place be hidden [from] 

Gypagy     Adjec unknown place hidden 

Gyr     NR an assimilated piece of knowledge understanding 

Gyr     Vb an assimilated piece of knowledge be understood by 

Gyrd     NR   storage place 

Gyrd     NR   store 

Gyrd     Vb   be stored by 

Gyrres     NR choice of one from many which 

Gys     NR chance meeting; small informal encounter meeting 

Gys     Vb chance meeting; small informal encounter be encountered by 

Gys     Vb chance meeting; small informal encounter be met by 

Gysk     Conj MODAL as if 

Gysk     Conj MODAL  if 

Gysk     Conj MODAL whether 

Hath     NR   end 

Hath     NR   final act 

Hath     NR   final step 

Hath     Vb   be concluded by 

Hath     Vb the final action or event of a sequence be ended by 

Hathu     Advb   finally 

Hathy     Adjec   final 

Hegv     NR   coat  

Heln     NR   jacket  

Hemmor     NR   pastry 

Hessin     NR   cake 

Hevel     NR   fruit 

Hisk     NR period from sunrise to sunset day 

Hodon     NR Rule of the self by the self; acceptance of 
responsibility for your actions 

anarchy 

Holum     NR   growing thing 

Holum     NR   plant 

Holum     Vb   be grown by 
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Hord     NR   attempt 

Hord     NR   endeavour 

Hord     NR   essay 

Hord     NR   try 

Hord     Vb   be attempted by 

Hord     Vb   be tried by 

Horr     NR 1/24 of an Anarresti day hour 

Huks     NR movement change 

Huks     NR   mobility 

Huks     NR   movement 

Huks     Vb moved to a new place be moved by 

Hyl     NR   air 

Hyl     NR   atmosphere 

Kag     NR   hard thing 

Kag     Vb   be hardened by 

Kap     NR   hat  

Kivok     NR person who takes responsibility for 
themself 

adult 

KLak     NR something heard noise 

KLak     NR something heard sound 

KLak     NR something heard tone 

KLak     NR something heard vibration 

KLak     Vb   be made noisy by 

KLaku     Advb something heard noisily 

KLaky     Adjec something heard noisy 

KLam     NR a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

conversation 

KLam     NR a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

speech act 

KLam     NR a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

talk 

KLam     Vb a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

be spoken by 

KLamy     Adjec a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

speaking 

KLamy     Adjec a speech act as part of a dialogue or 
conversation 

talking 

KLas     NR   35-year cycle 

KLeg     NR poorly maintained or dirty thing dirty thing 

KLeg     Vb poorly maintained or dirty thing be made dirty by 

KLeggich     NR   boredom 

KLeggich     NR   drudgery 

KLeggich     NR   unpleasant work 

KLeggich     Vb   be made unpleasant by 

KLeggichu     Advb   boringly 

KLeggichu     Advb   unpleasantly 

KLeggichy     Adjec   boring 

KLeggichy     Adjec   unpleasant 

KLegy     Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing dirty 

KLegy     Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing not clean 

KLegy     Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing poorly maintained 
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KLegy     Adjec poorly maintained or dirty thing unkempt 

KLesk     NR   writing 

KLesk     NR   written thing 

KLesk     Vb refers to any writing, but especially 
smaller or informal texts 

be written by 

KLugv     NR   demonstration 

KLugv     NR   example 

KLugv     NR   presentation 

KLugv     NR   showing 

KLugv     Vb   be shown by 

KLuz     NR   annoying thing 

KLuz     NR   antagonisation 

KLuz     NR   offensive thing 

KLuz     Vb   be antagonsied by 

KLuzekv     NR   egoist 

KLuzekv     Vb pejorative be belittled by 

KLuzekvy     Adjec   in an overbearing way  

KLuzu     Advb   offensively 

KLuzy     Adjec   annoying 

KLuzy     Adjec   offensive 

KSad     Conj TIME: A follows B after 

KSad     Conj TIME: A follows B since 

KSal     Conj TIME: A precedes B before 

KSal     Conj TIME: A precedes B then 

KSam     Conj TIME: point where A and B happen 
simultaneously 

when 

KSam     Conj TIME: a period during which A and B 
happen simultaneously 

while 

KSas     Conj TIME: A cannot happen after B finishes until 

KSord     NR   glove 

KSot     NR sender and one other, not receiver us 

KSot     NR sender and one other, not receiver we 

KSoti     NR sender and others, not receiver us 

KSoti     NR sender and others, not receiver we 

KSotrekv     NR first person; the current speaker; the 
current writer 

I 

KSotrekv     NR first person; the current speaker; the 
current writer 

me 

KSotrekv     Vb   be selfish 

KSotrekvu     Advb   selfishly 

KSotrekvy     Adjec   selfish 

Ksotrevok     NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

he 

Ksotrevok     NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

her 

Ksotrevok     NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

him 

Ksotrevok     NR third person; the person who speaks; the 
person who writes 

she 

KSym     NR built thing; building building 

KSym     NR built thing; building erection 
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KSym     NR built thing; building made thing 

KSym     Vb built thing; building be built by 

KSym     Vb built thing; building be made by 

KVagid     NR a fashioned shape shape 

KVagid     Vb a fashioned shape be made into a shape by 

KVagidy     Adjec a fashioned shape cut 

KVagidy     Adjec a fashioned shape shaped 

KVem     NR state of well-being happiness 

KVem     Vb state of well-being be made happy by 

KVemy     Adjec state of well-being happy 

KVin     NR   cup 

Lakv     NR   knife 

Lalav     NR biological parent. Used mainly for medical 
purposes.  

parent 

Lalav     Vb biological parent. Used mainly for medical 
purposes.  

be born by 

Lalavy     Adjec biological parent. Used mainly for medical 
purposes.  

birth 

Lam     NR   listener to language 

Lam     Vb   be listened to by 

Las     NR period from sunrise to sunrise day 

Las Voky     Day community activity day day 10 

Lath     Num more than half majority 

Lathy     Adjec more than half most 

Leks     NR   kilt 

Leks     NR   skirt 

Lem     NR   side 

Lem     NR   surface 

Lem     Vb   be placed next [to] by 

Lesk     NR a text which can be read reading 

Lesk     Vb the act of reading; a text which can be 
read 

be read by 

Lesku     Advb the act of reading; a text which can be 
read 

by reading 

Lesky     Adjec the action of reading reading 

Lipr     NR   skill 

Lipr     Vb   be done well by 

Livok     NR   elder 

Livok     NR   forebear 

Livok     NR   old person 

Livok     NR   veteran 

Livok     Vb   be made wise by 

Livoky     Adjec   experienced 

Livoky     Adjec   old 

Loras     NR   sad thing 

Loras     Vb   be made sad by 

Lorasy     Adjec   sad 

Losk     NR   trousers  

Mad     Num   zero 

Mad     Vb   be unplaced by 

Mady     Adjec   unplaced 
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Mamme     NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly by children to refer to their 
male carers.  

female carer 

maSig     Conj true only if A and B are both false nor 

maSik     NR   rare thing 

maSik     NR   unusual thing 

maSik     Vb   be made rare by 

maSik     Vb   be seldom noticed by 

maSiky     Adjec   rare 

maSiky     Adjec   seldom 

Mat     SW this isn't what I think no 

Matad     NR   tickle 

Matad     Vb   be tickled by 

Matady     Adjec   ticklish 

maTys     SW this isn't what I think no 

maVyth     Num   Infinity 

maVyth     Vb   be placed as unfinished by 

maVythu     Advb   incompletely 

maVythy     Adjec   incomplete 

maVythy     Adjec   unfinished 

Mek     NR   amount 

Mek     NR   count 

Mek     NR   number 

Mek     NR   sum 

Mek     NR   tally 

Mek     Vb   be counted by 

Mem     NR   gap 

Mem     NR   outer space 

Mem     NR   space 

Mem     NR   vacuum 

Mem     NR   void 

Mem     Vb   be emptied by 

Mem     Vb   be empty 

Meresh     NR   porridge 

Merrid     NR   stomach 

Mesh     NR period from sunset to sunrise night 

Mevok     NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly for medical purposes.  

female person 

Mevok     NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly for medical purposes.  

woman 

miDach     NR   light thing [weight] 

miDach     Vb   be made light by 

miDidid     NR   issue 

miDidid     NR   obstacle 

miDidid     NR   problem 

Milner     NR Process of rising; thing which rises ascension 

Milner     Vb Process of rising; thing which rises be climbed by 

Milnery     Adjec Process of rising; thing which rises ascending 

Milnery     Adjec Process of rising; thing which rises rising 

miniPag     NR   argument 

miniPag     NR   dispute 
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miniPag     Vb   be argued by 

miniPag     Vb   be disputed by 

miSag     Conj true if A and B are both false or both true xnor 

miSHer     NR the process of dying, the moment of 
dying 

death 

miSHer     Vb the process of dying, the moment of 
dying 

die 

miSHery     Adjec the process of dying, the moment of 
dying 

dead 

miSTel     NR   wet thing 

miSTel     NR   wetness 

miSTely     Adjec   wet 

Mit     SW this isn't possible no 

miTrukv     NR   bad thing 

miTrukv     Vb   be made bad by 

miTRukvy     Adjec   bad 

miTRum     NR   nothing 

miTRum     Vb   be made nothing by 

miTRuv     NR   nobody 

miTRuv     Vb   be made nobody by 

miTyg     Conj true unless both A and B are true nand 

miTys     SW this isn't possible no 

miVaksen     NR   useless activity 

miVaksen     NR   waste 

miVaksen     Vb   useless activity being carried out by 

miVerrar     NR an uncultivated space or area wilderness 

miVok     NR   beggar 

miVok     Vb   be begged for 

miVos     NR   cold thing 

miVos     Vb   be cooled by 

miVosy     Adjec   cold 

miZuth     NR   destroyed thing 

miZuth     NR   destruction 

miZuth     Vb   be destroyed by 

MMar     NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar associate  

MMar     NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar brother 

MMar     NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar comrade 

MMar     NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar friend 

MMar     NR usually takes definite article a-: aMMar sister 

MMosh     NR   chair 

MMosh     NR   seat 

MMosh     Vb   be sat on by 

MMoshu     Advb   sittingly 

MMoshy     Adjec   seated 

moGVerr     NR   illness 

moGVerr     NR   sickness 

Mord     NR   dish of food 

Mord     NR   food 

Mord     NR   meal 

Mord     Vb   be eaten by 

Morduboth     NR   community eating hall 
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Morduboth     NR   refectory 

Morduboth     Vb   be eaten in public by 

Moshidal     NR   stew 

Moshil     NR   soup 

Mot     SW this isn't what I know no 

moTys     SW this isn't what I know no 

Mug     NR thing that is created or brought into 
physical existence 

creation 

Mug     Vb thing that is created or brought into 
physical existence 

be created by 

Mum     NR   green thing 

Murr     NR current time now 

Murr     NR time as marked by calendars and clocks; 
for the concept of time see Gich. 

time 

Mutr     NR   body 

Mutr Doly     NR   body left side 

Mutr Saly     NR   body right side 

naLas     Day   day 3 

naPag     NR true because people agree it is true virtuality 

Narr     NR   clean thing 

Narr     NR   cleanliness 

Narr     NR   tidiness 

Narr     NR   tidy thing 

Narr     Vb   be cleaned by 

Narr     Vb   be tidied by 

Narres     NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity agreement 

Narres     NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity communal thing 

Narres     NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity community 

Narres     NR agreed thing; communal thing; solidarity solidarity 

Narres     Vb general agreement; communal 
agreement; solidarity 

be agreed by 

Narruboth     NR   community laundry 

Narruboth     Vb   be laundered by 

Nat     Num   three 

Nat     Vb   be placed third by 

Natu     Advb   thirdly 

Naty     Adjec   third 

neLas     Day   day 2 

Nemad     Num   twenty 

Nemad     Vb   be placed twentieth by 

Nemadu     Advb   twentiethly 

Nemady     Adjec   twentieth 

nePag     NR true because people believe it is true reality 

nePag     Vb true because people believe it is true be made real by 

nePagu     Advb true because people believe it is true really 

Nes     Num   two 

Nes     Vb   be placed second by 

Nesu     Advb   secondly 

Nesy     Adjec   second 

Nik     Num   one 

Nik     Vb   be placed first by 
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Niku     Advb   firstly 

Niky     Adjec   first 

niLas     Day   day 1 

Nimad     Num   ten 

Nimad     Vb   be placed tenth by 

Nimadu     Advb   tenthly 

Nimady     Adjec   tenth 

Nimamad     Num   hundred 

Nimamad     Vb   be placed hundredth by 

Nimamady     Adjec   hundredth 

Ninynyst     Num   million 

Ninynyst     Vb   be placed millionth by 

Ninynysty     Adjec   millionth 

Ninyst     Num   thousand 

Ninyst     Vb   be placed thousandth by 

Ninysty     Adjec   thousandth 

niPag     NR true regardless of people's beliefs actuality 

niPag     NR true regardless of people's beliefs certainty 

niPag     NR true regardless of people's beliefs sure thing 

niPag     Vb true regardless of people's beliefs be made certain by 

niPagu     Advb true regardless of people's beliefs indisputably 

niPagy     Adjec true regardless of people's beliefs indisputable 

niTrum     NR a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

isolated thing 

niTrum     NR a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

separate thing 

niTrum     Vb a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

be separate [from] 

niTrum     Vb a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

be separated from by 

niTRumy     Adjec a single object; singular; atypical, peculiar, 
exceptional 

isolated 

Nivyth     Num   billion 

Nivyth     Vb   be placed Billionth by 

Nivythy     Adjec   billionth 

Nof     Num   four 

Nof     Vb   be placed fourth by 

Nofu     Advb   fourthly 

Nofy     Adjec   fourth 

noLas     Day   day 4 

nuLas     Day   day 5 

Nuv     Num   five 

Nuv     Vb   be placed fifth by 

Nuvu     Advb   fifthly 

Nuvy     Adjec   fifth 

Nyst     Num   three zeroes 

Pag     NR   area 

Pag     NR   place 

Pag     NR   position 

Pag     NR   room 

Pag     NR   site 
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Pag     Vb   be placed by 

Pag     Vb put into a place or position be put by 

Pagruboth     NR   depot 

Pagruboth     Vb   be distributed by 

Paguprip     NR   washroom 

Paguseksot     NR private room for couples in dormitory twinroom 

Paguvok     NR   community room 

Paguvok     NR   living area 

Pagykv     NR   lavatory 

Pagykv     NR   shittery 

Pagyrd     NR storage and distribution place warehouse 

Pan     Num   few 

Pan     Vb   be identified as a small group by 

Pan     Vb   be listed as a small group by 

Pan     Vb   be placed as a small group by 

Pany     Adjec   few 

Pard     NR   arrival 

Pard     Vb   be arrived at by 

Pavok     NR truthful person truthful person 

Pavok     Vb   be proved true by 

Pavoku     Advb truthful person truthfully 

Pavoky     Adjec truthful person truthful 

Pec     NR   fish 

Pel     NR   thing 

Pil     NR piece of paper page 

Pil     NR piece of paper paper 

Pil     NR piece of paper sheet 

Pil     Vb   be recorded in writing by 

Pilil     NR   book 

Pilil     Vb refers to large, formal texts be written by 

Pin     NR   bit 

Pin     NR   littleness 

Pin     NR   small thing 

Pin     Vb   be made small by 

Pipec     NR   shrimp 

Pisk     NR   spoon 

Piverrar     NR   garden 

Pivok     NR   baby 

Pivok     Vb childcare be cared for by 

Pon     NR   real thing 

Pon     Vb   be 

Pon     Vb   have existence 

Posh     NR   cupboard 

Potsen     NR   agreement to act 

Potsen     NR   joint enterprise 

Potsen     NR   promise 

Potsen     NR   undertaking 

Potsen     Vb specific agreement to achieve a particular 
common goal 

be agreed by 

Potsen     Vb   be promised by 

Potsen     Vb   be taken up by 
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Povok   NR  realist 

PRag     NR a complete meaning construct proposal 

PRag     NR a complete meaning construct proposition 

PRag     NR a complete meaning construct sentence 

PRag     Vb a complete meaning construct be proposed by 

PRavic     NR   language of truth 

PRavic     NR   truth 

PRavic     NR truthful statement truthful utterance 

PRavic     Vb   be told the truth by 

Pravicu     Advb truthful statement truthfully 

PRavicy     Adjec truthful statement truthful 

PRek     NR   mouth 

PRek     Vb   be expressed by 

PRekvem     NR   smile 

PRekvem     Vb   be smiled at by 

Prekvemu     Advb   smilingly 

PRekvemy     Adjec   smiling 

PRem     NR being careful caution 

PRem     NR being careful deliberation 

PRem     NR being careful prudence 

PRem     NR being careful vigilance 

PRem     Vb   be made careful by 

PRemu     Advb   carefully 

PRemy     Adjec   careful 

PRilnag     NR period of about 25 earth years generation 

PRip     NR   wash 

PRipodyn     NR   washcloth 

PRis     NR   indication 

PRis     NR   marker 

PRis     NR   pointer 

PRis     NR   sign 

PRis     Vb   be pointed at by 

PRodun     NR   fried thing 

PRoduny     Adjec   fried 

PRog     NR   pencil 

PRog     NR   stylus 

PRomal     NR   baked thing 

PRomaly     Adjec   baked 

PRorz     NR shelf or shelf unit shelf 

PRoven     NR   boiled thing 

PRoven     Vb   be boiled by 

PRoveny     Adjec   boiled 

PRym     NR person who speaks after; sometimes 
pejoratively used to indicate a person 
who makes an unnecessary "me too" 
agreement speech 

follower 

PRym     Vb a speaker followed by another speaker be followed by 

Puks     NR   overshirt  

Pust     NR   drawer unit 

Pygvat     NR aggressive act aggression 

Pygvat     NR aggressive act battle 
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Pygvat     NR aggressive act fight 

Pygvat     Vb aggressive act be fought by 

Pygvatu     Advb aggressive act aggressively 

Pygvaty     Adjec aggressive act fighting 

raFin     NR habitual action habit 

raFin     Vb habitual action be done serially by 

raGRyg     NR   answer 

raGRyg     NR   reply 

raGRyg     NR   response 

raGRyg     Vb   be answered by 

raGRyg     Vb   be replied to by 

raGRyg     Vb   be responded to by 

Ran     Num Repeated event another 

Ran     Num Repeated event repeated thing 

Ran     Vb Repeated event be copied by 

Ran     Vb Repeated event be placed by 

Ran     Vb Repeated event be repeated by 

raneLakvi     NR   scissors 

Ranu     Advb Repeated event repeatedly 

Rany     Adjec Repeated event again 

raSHer     NR   survival 

Raven     NR   truck-train 

raVogyr     NR   memory 

raVogyr     NR   remembrance 

raVogyr     Vb   be remembered by 

Rig     NR collaborative or mechanical action action 

Rig     NR collaborative or mechanical action activity 

Rig     NR collaborative or mechanical feat 

Rig     NR collaborative or mechanical performance 

Rig     Vb collaborative or mechanical action be done by 

Rodon     NR collective responsibility freedom 

Rodon     Vb   be without rules 

Rodony     Adjec   free 

Rom     NR   red thing 

Rom     Vb   be reddened by 

Romy     Adjec   red 

Rost     NR   ear 

RRes     NR choice made choice 

RRes     NR the choice taken option 

RRes     NR   path taken 

RRes     Vb choosing eliminates alternatives be chosen by 

RResk     NR   alternative 

RResk     NR one of the choices available choice 

RResk     NR an available choice option 

RResk     NR one of the choices available other 

RResk     NR   outsider 

RResk     Vb   be separated by 

RResky     Adjec   extra 

RResky     Adjec one of the choices available other 

RRir     NR   laugh 

RRir     Vb   be amused by 
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RRiru     Advb   amusingly 

RRiry     Adjec   amusing 

RRiry     Adjec   laughing 

RRop     NR   big thing 

RRop     NR   large thing 

RRop     Vb   be made big by 

RRop     Vb   be made large by 

RRopy     Adjec   big 

RRopy     Adjec   large 

RRovok     NR place or time for decisions gathering 

RRovok     NR place or time for decisions meeting 

RRovok     Vb   be collectivised by 

RRovok     Vb   be gathered by 

RRovoku     Advb   collectively 

RRovokubot
h 

    NR   community meeting hall 

RRovoky     Adjec   collected 

RRovoky     Adjec   gathered 

RRozuth     NR   industry 

RRozuth     Vb   be complexly made by 

RRozuthu     Advb   industriously 

RRozuthy     Adjec   Industirial 

Rys     NR   hair 

Sacheln     NR   colour 

Sacheln     NR   shade 

Sacheln     NR colour shade tone 

Sacheln     Vb   be painted by 

Sacheln     Vb   colour is changed by 

Sachelnu     Advb   colourfully 

Sachelny     Adjec   coloured 

Sachelny     Adjec   colourful 

Sag     Conj either A true or B true but both cannot be 
true 

xor 

Sal     NR   right side 

Sanel     NR   food flavouring 

Sanel     NR   salt 

Sanel     NR   spice 

Sech     NR   soap 

Sed     Conj   but 

Seksot     NR sender and receiver us 

Seksot     NR sender and receiver we 

Seksoti     NR sender, receiver and others us 

Seksoti     NR sender, receiver and others we 

Seln     NR second person; the listener; the reader you 

Selni     NR second person plural; the listeners; the 
readers 

you 

shaKLam     NR   discussion 

shaKLam     NR   exchange 

shaKLam     NR sharing of information; sharing by talking sharing 

shaKLam     NR   telling 

shaKLam     Vb sharing of information; sharing by talking be shared by 
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SHan     Num   many 

SHan     Vb   be identified as a large group by 

SHan     Vb   be listed as a large group by 

SHan     Vb   be placed as a large group by 

SHarz     NR quantity of blood blood 

SHarz     Vb   be injured by 

Sharzu     Advb   bloodily 

SHarzy     Adjec   bloody 

SHeb     Conj   yet 

SHer     NR   life 

SHer     NR   living thing 

SHer     NR   vitality 

SHer     Vb   be living 

SHery     Adjec   alive 

SHevok     NR   species 

SHim     NR   blue thing 

SHimy     Adjec   blue 

Sholen     NR   flower 

SHord     NR   placement 

SHord     Vb allocated a role be put by 

SHugv     NR thing which is discovered discovery 

SHugv     NR thing which is discovered finding 

SHugv     Vb   be found by 

SHugvu     Advb   discoveringly 

SHugvy     Adjec   discovered 

SHugvy     Adjec   found 

SHym     NR   wall 

Sig     Conj either A true or B true or both true or 

Sig     NR a choice that does not close down other 
choices 

choice 

Sig     Vb choosing leaves alternatives available be chosen by 

Sik     NR   common thing 

Sik     NR   everyday thing 

Sik     NR   frequent thing 

Siky     Adjec   common 

Sisil     NR   entertainment 

Sisil     NR   event 

SKarz     NR   cargo 

SKarz     NR   carried thing 

SKarz     NR   fetched thing 

SKarz     NR   freight 

SKarz     NR   got thing 

SKarz     NR   retrieved thing 

SKarz     Vb   be brought by 

SKeleg     NR   preserved thing 

SKelegy     Adjec   preserved 

SKem     NR   nose 

SKirrod     NR   smoke 

SKirrody     Adjec   smoked 

SKol     NR   hand 

SKol     Vb   be held by 
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Skoleb     NR   finger 

SKolu     Advb   conveniently 

SKolu     Advb   handily 

SKoly     Adjec   convenient 

SKoly     Adjec   handy 

SKoly     Adjec   held easily  

Sol     NR   soft thing 

Sol     Vb   be softened by 

Soly     Adjec   soft 

STapon     NR the process of bringing ideas into  
physical existence 

creation 

STapon     NR a thing or idea created and shared for the 
first time 

invention 

STapon     Vb bringing ideas into  physical existence become 

STatyrd     NR   border 

STatyrd     NR   edge 

STatyrd     NR   limit 

STatyrd     NR edge, border, limit line 

STek     NR   single thing 

STek     NR   solitary person 

STek     Vb   be alone 

STeku     Advb   just 

STeku     Advb   merely 

STeku     Advb   only 

STeku     Advb   singly 

STeky     Adjec   alone 

STeky     Adjec   lonely 

STeky     Adjec   single 

STeky     Adjec   solitary 

STel     NR   dry thing 

STel     NR   dryness 

Stelodyn     NR   towel 

STely     Adjec   dry 

STen     NR mark produced by dragging a point line 

STen     Vb   be placed into a line by 

STerret     NR   strong thing 

STerret     Vb   be made strong by 

STilas     NR   tomorrow 

STitud     NR   lifted thing 

STitud     NR   raised thing 

STitud     Vb   be lifted by 

STitud     Vb   be raised by 

STituthugurr
op 

    NR   gantry crane 

STulas     NR   yesterday 

STulas     Vb   be done yesterday by 

Sugv     NR   investigation 

Sugv     NR   search 

Sugv     Vb   be looked for by 

Sugv     Vb   be searched for by 

Sugv     Vb   be sought for by 
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Syth     NR   bed 

Tadde     NR one of the few gendered Pravic words. 
Used mainly by children to refer to their 
male carers.  

male carer 

Tatyrd     NR the world beyond the edge of a thing outside 

Tefom     NR   grey thing 

Tegv     NR   bone 

Tem     NR   black thing 

Terr     NR any stellar body which is rocky and has 
the capacity to support life 

planet 

Terr     NR any stellar body which is rocky and has 
the capacity to support life 

world 

THamutr     NR front of human body body front 

thaTRum     NR   everything 

thaTRum     NR   universe 

thaTRumu     Advb   always 

thaTRumy     Adjec   all 

thaTRuv     NR everyone, but nobody in particular us 

thaTRuv     NR everyone, but nobody in particular we 

THavodyn     NR   handkerchief 

THavok     NR   face 

THepag     NR   corridor 

THevek     NR   component 

THevek     NR   part 

THevek     NR   piece 

THevek     NR   segment 

THevek     Vb   be assembled by 

thiMutr     NR back of a human body back 

thoMek     NR   excess 

THopag     NR   harbour 

THopag     NR   interchange 

THopag     NR   port 

THugug     NR   engine 

THugug     NR   machine 

THuk     NR   inclusion 

THuk     NR   insertion 

THuk     Vb   be included by 

THuk     Vb   be inserted by 

THuku     Advb   inclusively 

THuky     Adjec   inclusive 

THurev     NR   container 

THurev     Vb   be contained by 

THurev     Vb   be part of 

tiHegv     NR clothing; set of overalls overalls 

tiMutryn     NR   clothing 

tiMutryn     NR   worn things 

tiMutryn     Vb   be worn by 

tiMutryny     Adjec   clothed 

tiMutryny     Adjec   dressed 

tiPuks     NR any warming outer garment for the top of 
the body 

jumper 
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tiPuks     NR any warming outer garment for the top of 
the body 

pullover 

Tiz     NR pejorative dominance 

TRud     NR an event where two things meet, proceed 
together for a while, then separate 

crossing 

TRud     Vb   be crossed by 

TRug     NR   crudity 

TRug     NR   roughness 

TRug     Vb   be prepared roughly by 

TRukv     NR   good thing 

TRukv     Vb   be made good by 

TRukv     Vb   be repaired by 

TRukvu     Advb   effectively 

TRukvu     Advb   properly 

TRukvu     Advb   well 

TRukvy     Adjec   good 

TRul     NR third person, unknown thing anything 

TRul     NR third person, unknown thing it 

TRul     NR third person, unknown thing something 

TRul     NR third person, unknown thing what 

TRul     NR third person, unknown thing whatever 

TRum     NR third person, known thing it 

TRun     NR expression of gratitude gratitude 

TRun     NR expression of gratitude thanks 

TRun     Vb expression of gratitude be thanked by 

TRusk     NR self; used in reflexives herself 

TRusk     NR self; used in reflexives himself 

TRusk     NR self; used in reflexives itself 

TRusk     NR self; used in reflexives myself 

TRusk     NR used in reflexives self 

TRusk     NR self; used in reflexives yourself 

TRuski     NR selves; used in reflexives ourselves 

TRuski     NR used in reflexives selves 

TRuski     NR selves; used in reflexives themselves 

TRuski     NR selves; used in reflexives yourselves 

TRuv     NR third person, known person he 

TRuv     NR third person, known person her 

TRuv     NR third person, known person him 

TRuv     NR third person, known person she 

TRuvi     NR third person plural, known people them 

TRuvi     NR third person plural, known people they 

TRuz     NR third person, unknown person anyone 

TRuz     NR third person, unknown person one 

TRuz     NR third person, unknown person someone 

TRuz     NR third person, unknown person who 

TRuz     NR third person, unknown person whom 

Truzi     NR third person plural, unknown people them 

Truzi     NR third person plural, unknown people they 

TRygv     NR human heart heart 

tuLosk     NR   underwear 

tuPuks     NR   undershirt  
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Tuv     NR pejorative servitude 

Tuv     NR pejorative subservience 

Tuv     Vb pejorative be dominated by 

Tyg     Conj   and 

Tyr     NR   function 

Tyr     NR   purpose 

Tyr     NR   role 

Tyr     NR   use 

Tyr     Vb   be used by 

Tyrd     NR   centre 

Tyrd     NR centre heart 

Tyrd     NR   middle 

Tys     SW   yes; yeah 

Tyv     NR powered mode of water transport ship 

Tyv     NR powered mode of water transport vessel 

Tyvohyl     NR the only form of air transport on Anarres dirigible 

Vad     NR   journey 

Vad     NR route travelled route 

Vad     NR   trip 

Vad     Vb   be travelled by 

Vadavok     NR   traveller 

Vagyr     NR   comment 

Vagyr     NR   explanation 

Vagyr     NR   interpretation 

Vagyr     NR   justification 

Vagyr     NR   translation 

Vagyr     Vb   be explained by 

Vagyr     Vb   be translated by 

Vaksen     NR work or play; individual or shared activity activity  

Vaksen     NR work or play; individual or shared activity play 

Vaksen     NR an activity which is useful to self and 
others 

useful activity 

Vaksen     NR work or play; individual or shared activity work 

Vaksen     Vb an activity which is useful to self and 
others 

useful activity being carried out by  

Vaksefom   NR  attractive thing 

Vaksefom   NR  beautiful thing 

Vaksefom   NR  pretty thing 

Vaksevok     NR   useful person 

Vaksevok     NR   worker 

Vaksevok     Vb   be functioning 

Vaksevok     Vb   be made to function by 

Val     Conj CAUSATIVE: B follows A so that 

Valad     NR the process of travelling transport 

Valad     NR the process of travelling travel 

Valad     Vb refers to transportation be carried by 

Valad     Vb related to forms of transport be ridden on 

vaLas     Day   day 8 

Vat     Num   eight 

Vat     Vb   be placed eighth by 

Vatu     Advb   eighthly 
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Vaty     Adjec   eighth 

Vegyr     NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition cogitation 

Vegyr     NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition deliberation 

Vegyr     NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition idea 

Vegyr     NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition judgment 

Vegyr     NR related to thoughtfulness and cognition thought 

Vegyr     Vb related to thoughtfulness and cognition be thought by 

veLas     Day   day 7 

Ven     NR   fantasy item 

Ven     NR   fantasy item 

Ven     NR   imagined thing 

Ven     NR   imagined thing 

Ven     NR   imagining 

Ven     Vb   be imagined by 

Verrar     NR a planted space or area field 

Verrar     NR a planted space or area open space 

Verrar     Vb   be planted by 

Ves     Num   seven 

Ves     Vb   be placed seventh by 

Vesu     Advb   seventhly 

Vesy     Adjec   seventh 

Vik     Num   six 

Vik     Vb   be placed sixth by 

Viku     Advb   sixthly 

Viky     Adjec   sixth 

viLas     Day   day 6 

Vof     Num   nine 

Vof     Vb   be placed ninth by 

Vofu     Advb   ninthly 

Vofy     Adjec   ninth 

Vogyr     NR   knowledge 

Vogyr     NR   known thing 

Vogyr     Vb   be known by 

Vogyvok     NR   clever person 

Vogyvok     NR   intelligent person 

Vok     NR name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

individual 

Vok     NR name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

name 

Vok     NR name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

person 

Vok     Vb name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

be named by 

Voki     NR   group 

Vokodon     NR   anarchist 
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Voky     Adjec name or person. Because all names on 
Anarres are unique, the name is the 
individual 

personal 

voLas     Day   day 9 

Vos     NR   heat 

Vos     NR   hot thing 

Vos     Vb   be heated by 

Vosterr     NR   sun 

Vosu     Advb   heatedly 

Vosu     Advb   hotly 

Vosy     Adjec   hot 

Voth     NR unit of meaning word 

Voth     Vb   be meant by 

Vul     NR   drink 

Vul     NR   water 

Vul     Vb   be watered by 

Vum     NR   orange thing 

Vup     Conj A true because B true as 

Vup     Conj A true because B true because 

Vup     Conj A true because B true for 

Vup     Conj A true because B true than 

Vurr     Conj CAUSATIVE: A happens despite the 
existence of B 

although  

Vurr     Conj CAUSATIVE: A happens despite the 
existence of B 

though 

Vusk     Conj A true if B false unless 

Vut     NR sign representing a unit of speech-sound letter 

Vut     Vb   be spelled by 

Vyst     Num   nine zeroes 

Zaks     NR   leg 

Zaksel     NR   foot 

Zakseleb     NR   toe 

Zaksy     Adjec   leglike 

Zammen     NR flat working surface table 

Zerr     NR   bag 

Zosh     NR   duty 

Zosh     NR   responsibility 

Zosh     Vb   be responsible [for] 

Zuth     NR manufactured thing; hand-crafted thing made thing 

Zuth     NR manufactured thing; hand-crafted thing manufactured thing 

Zuth     Vb manufactured thing; hand-crafted thing be made by 

Zyf     NR   apology 

Zyf     NR   sorry 

Zyf     Vb   be apologised to by 

  a   Affix definite article the 

  fri   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is contained round 

  ga   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the impeding thing despite 

  ge   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: an approximate measure about 

  gi   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the similar thing like 

  gi   Num Numerical prefix similar 
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  go, 
gog 

  Affix   foreign word 

  gre   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing that is associated about 

  gre   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing that is associated of 

  gre   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing that is associated with 

  gri   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the hyponym; an example 
of the case 

such as 

  gro   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing not chosen rather than 

  gro   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the thing not chosen without 

  gru   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the role taken by the direct 
object 

as 

  gru   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the role taken by the direct 
object 

for 

  gry   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the superordinate among 

  gu   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the cause of the direct 
object 

according to 

  gu   Adp ASSOCIATIVE: the cause of the direct 
object 

because of 

  la   Num Numerical prefix most 

  ma   Affix Negator; weak not; not x not 

  ma   Num Numerical prefix zero 

  mi   Affix Negator; strong not; the opposite of x not 

  mo   Affix Negator; neutral not; unlike x not 

  na   Num Numerical prefix three 

  ne   Num Numerical prefix two 

  nema   Num Numerical prefix twenty 

  ni   Num Numerical prefix one 

  nima   Num Numerical prefix ten 

  niny   Num Numerical prefix one thousand 

  nivy   Num Numerical prefix one billion 

  no   Num Numerical prefix four 

  nu   Num Numerical prefix five 

  pa   Num Numerical prefix small proportion 

  ra   Num Numerical prefix more than one 

  sha   Num Numerical prefix large proportion 

  sta   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that becomes the 
container 

into 

  sti   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved toward to 

  sti   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved toward towards 

  sti   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved toward up to 

  sto   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that ceases to be the 
container 

out of 

  stu   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved away from away from 

  stu   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing moved away from from 

  ta   Adp LOCATIVE: the container beyond 

  ta   Adp LOCATIVE: the container outside 

  tha   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing behind in front of 

  tha   Num Numerical prefix all 

  the   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

against 
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  the   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

at 

  the   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

between 

  the   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

by 

  the   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing next to the direct 
object 

near 

  thi   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing in front after 

  thi   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing in front behind 

  tho   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing the Direct Object 
moves over, under, through or across 

across 

  tho   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing the Direct Object 
moves over, under, through or across 

along 

  tho   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing the Direct Object 
moves over, under, through or across 

through 

  thu   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is contained around 

  thy   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that contains in 

  thy   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that contains within 

  ti   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below above 

  ti   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below on 

  ti   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below over 

  ti   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing that is below upon 

  to   Adp LOCATIVE: Anti-on; used to be on, now 
isn't 

off 

  tra   Adp TIME: duration since an event since 

  tre   Adp TIME: event that marks the end of a 
period of time 

until 

  tri   Adp TIME: before event [noun] before 

  tro   Adp TIME: duration of event [noun] during 

  tro   Adp TIME: during the duration of event throughout 

  tru   Num Numerical prefix any 

  tu   Adp LOCATIVE: the thing on top under 

  va   Num Numerical prefix eight 

  ve   Num Numerical prefix seven 

  vi   Num Numerical prefix six 

  vo   Num Numerical prefix nine 

    a Affix Verb tense: past   

    ada Affix Verb tense: past in past   

    ado Affix Verb tense: future in past   

    e Affix Verb tense: present   

    i Affix Noun plural marker   

    o Affix Verb tense: future   

    oda Affix Verb tense: past in future   

    odo Affix Verb tense: future in future   

    u Affix Adverb marker   

    y Affix Adjective marker   

    ym Affix Verb modal marker can 

    ym Affix Verb modal marker could 

    ym Affix Verb modal marker may 

    ym Affix Verb modal marker maybe 
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    ym Affix Verb modal marker might 

    ym Affix Verb modal marker ought 

    ym Affix Verb modal marker perhaps 

    ym Affix Verb modal marker should 

    ym Affix Verb modal marker would 

 


